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Do you find that people seem to mumble more, or speak more
quietly than they used to?

YES

NO





Do you sometimes choose not to participate in group conversations
due to effort required to follow the discussion?

YES

NO





Do you need to increase the volume of the TV after someone else
has watched it, or do you find that people comment on the loudness
of the TV when you have it at your preferred volume?

YES

NO





Do people complain of having to ‘shout’ at you for you to be able to
hear them?

YES

NO





Do you avoid activities or events because you won’t be able to hear
what is happening?

YES

NO





Do you regularly need to ask people to repeat themselves?

YES

NO





Do you have difficulty following conversation in noisy surroundings
like in a restaurant or at a party?

YES

NO





Do you need to fully concentrate to hear someone talking?

YES

NO





YES

NO





Do you need to sit at the front of the room to hear a speaker not
using a microphone?

YES

NO





Do you have difficulty pinpointing the direction of where a sound
is coming from?

YES

NO





Has someone close to you mentioned that you may have an issue
with your hearing?

YES

NO





Do you feel embarrassed when you can’t hear what others are saying?

Total questions answered yes

/ 12

Total questions answered no

/ 12

12 no’s
If you answered no to all of the above questions, your answers indicate that you do not
currently experience difficulty hearing. Please keep in mind, however, that a professional
hearing test is required to accurately confirm normal hearing.

Up to 5 yes’s
If you answered yes to up to 5 of the above questions, your answers indicate that you may
show some signs of hearing difficulty, but it might not be significant enough to affect all
aspects of your lifestyle. Please keep in mind, however, that a professional hearing test is
required to accurately diagnose the extent of any hearing loss.

6 or more yes’s
If you answered yes to 6 or more of the above questions, your answers indicate that you
show some signs of hearing difficulty, and it might be affecting your lifestyle. Please keep in
mind, however, that a professional hearing test is required to accurately diagnose the
extent of any hearing loss.

If you have further questions, or you wish to
make an appointment for a comprehensive diagnostic
hearing test, please contact our friendly local staff
directly on (07) 4952 4649 or email us at
listening@mackayhearing.com.au

